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By Professor Frank Dikotter

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
The concluding volume--following Mao s Great Famine and The Tragedy of Liberation--in Frank
Dikotter s award-winning trilogy chronicling the Communist revolution in China. After the economic
disaster of the Great Leap Forward that claimed tens of millions of lives from 1958-1962, an aging
Mao Zedong launched an ambitious scheme to shore up his reputation and eliminate those he
viewed as a threat to his legacy. The stated goal of the Cultural Revolution was to purge the country
of bourgeois, capitalistic elements he claimed were threatening genuine communist ideology.
Young students formed the Red Guards, vowing to defend the Chairman to the death, but soon rival
factions started fighting each other in the streets with semiautomatic weapons in the name of
revolutionary purity. As the country descended into chaos, the military intervened, turning China
into a garrison state marked by bloody purges that crushed as many as one in fifty people. The
Cultural Revolution: A People s History, 1962-1976 draws for the first time on hundreds of previously
classified party documents, from secret police reports to unexpurgated versions of leadership
speeches. Frank Dikotter uses this wealth of material...
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I actually started reading this article ebook. I have got read and so i am certain that i will going to study once more yet again in the future. I am just very
happy to inform you that this is the finest publication we have read in my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II--  Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II

This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD
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